content

30

day calendar
While we can't promise you double the followers, we can almost
certainly bet that you'll increase your following and double (or more)
your engagement by using this calendar every day for 30 days.


Simply make the type of post we recommend each day in the order
listed on your calendar. Our method provides variety, allows you to
batch produce, and will keep your followers engaged and interested
each and every day.

Love these ideas? Want even more? We’re always adding new trainings, templates
and techniques that are hands-on like these 50 stories, to help you get the most out
of Instagram. Plus 2 live events per month! Join the thousands of entrepreneurs in
our inner circle at InstaClubHub now! Try it for just $7.
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DAY 1


DAY 2


DAY 3


CAROUSEL POST

PICTURE POST

GO LIVE - 


Address the biggest misconception

Share your morning routine.

THAT BECOMES AN IGTV

about you, your industry or your

Share a how-to tutorial.

niche.

DAY 4


DAY 5


DAY 6


CAROUSEL POST

CAROUSEL POST

IGTV

Progression Post: show us how

Dedication Post. Tell us about your

Repost a viral video or series of

something has evolved or progressed  


biggest fan (partner, boyfriend,

videos.

using the carousel feature.

parent, mentor, etc).
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BEFORE

FUN FACTS

DAY 7


DAY 8


DAY 9


TEXT POST

CAROUSEL POST

CAROUSEL POST

3 facts that will inspire your followers

Introduce yourself to your audience

Side by side of you then and now and

with some interesting fun facts about

tell people how you’ve grown

yourself

DAY 10


DAY 11


DAY 12


IGTV

PICTURE POST

TEXT POST

Tell us how you came back from your

Favorite book post

Funny quote about your niche

darkest moment - to brighter days
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DAY 13


DAY 14


DAY 15


IGTV

TEXT POST

TEXT POST

Share 3 things most people don’t

Answer the 5 most commonly asked

Share a viral inspiration quote.

know about you.

questions about your niche/topic.

DAY 16


DAY 17


DAY 18


PICTURE POST

GO LIVE - 


CAROUSEL POST

Repost your most popular post from

THAT BECOMES AN IGTV

Share an insider tip or how-to related

the last 6-12 months.

Share the number one life lesson

to your expertise.

you’ve learned this year.
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MY MOM
SURVIVAL KIT

DAY 19


DAY 20


DAY 21


TEXT POST

IGTV

TEXT POST

A screenshot of tweet thats attention

A time-lapse of yourself doing

Your quarantine survival kit (or mom

grabbing and related to your niche.

something related to your niche/

survival kit, business survival kit, etc).

topic. Add some kind of informative

Make it funny!

lesson to the caption.

SUCCESS
STORIES

DAY 22


DAY 23


DAY 24


GO LIVE - 


CAROUSEL POST

CAROUSEL POST

THAT BECOMES AN IGTV

Highlight and praise some of your top

Give your opinion on a news story

Responding to questions posted to a

customers, clients, fans, or followers.

that relates to your niche/topic.

Q&A on your story.
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GIVEAWAY!

DAY 25

CAROUSEL POST
Host some kind of product/service
giveaway. Keep the way to enter
simple (“comment to enter”) and
make the prize worth-it!

DAY 26

CAROUSEL POST
Talk about why you absolutely love
what you do focus on your passion
and emotions

DAY 27

PICTURE POST
Throwback to an old post and talk
about your journey.

DAY 28

GO LIVE - 

THAT BECOMES AN IGTV
Split screen live video and interview
someone in your niche/topic.

DAY 29

TEXT POST
An inspiring quote related to your
niche/topic.

DAY 30

CAROUSEL POST
Your ideal day.

Love these ideas? Want even more? We’re always adding new trainings, templates and techniques that
are hands-on like these 50 stories, to help you get the most out of Instagram. Plus 2 live events per
month! Join the thousands of entrepreneurs in our inner circle at InstaClubHub now! Try it for just $7.
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